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Margaret Chase Smith To Speak
Politics, 1RC
To Sponsor
Monday Talk

Dr. Carl Woodward, president of
Rhode Island State College, will be
the speaker for the University's midwinter graduation exercises to be held
in the Little Tehatre Friday, February
13. Approximately 85 students will
receive degrees, among them being
four women veterans.
Commencement activities will get
underway Friday evening with a banquet under the auspices of the General
Alumni Association. Speaker for the
occasion will be James E. Totman '16,
president of Summers Fertilizer Co.
He has been active in Union Building
Drive.

BY MARILYN GOLDMAN
Congresswoman Margaret Chase
Smith will speak here next Monday
afternoon, February 2, before a joint
meeting of the I.R.C. and the Politics
Club at the Little Theatre. Her talk,
covering current national and international affairs, is scheduled to begin
at 4 o'clock. All interested people are
invited to attend.
Mrs. Smith, born in Skowhegan,
Maine, on December 14, 1897, is the
first woman member of the House of
Representatives' Naval Affairs Committee and the first woman to represent
Maine in the House. She was elected
in September, 1944, to her fourth term
in Congress. A Republican, she has
a record of progressiveness in labor
legislation.

In the Army
As a part of graduation, 13 senior
men will receive commissions in the
Officers Reserve Corps. These are the
first commissions to be awarded since
1943.
The men include Harold Alley,
Clayton Bartley, Elmer Bartley,
CARNIVAL CANDIDATES Margie Waterman, Elaine Lockhart, Nancy Jane Ryan. and KO Foley. Absent
Charles Bruce, Joseph Chaplin, Grois Dotti Jack.
Married Into It
—Newhall Photo
ver Condon, George Cooper, Robert
Mrs. Smith became active in politics
Elliott, Clarence Faulkner, Calvin
after her marriage to former State
Friar, Richard Higgins, Ronald
senator
Clyde H. Smith in May, 1930.
Bcokstore Open Nights I
Speers, and John Walker.
She served on the Republican State
Rutgers Grad
During Spring Rush
Committee of Maine from 1930 to
Dr. Woodward holds B.S. and A.M.
1936. She is also past president of
degrees from Rutgers and a Ph.D.
Students will go to the polls Wednesday, February 18, to elect The bookstore will stay open eve- the Maine Federation of Business and
from Cornell. He held a position as
Winter
Carnival Queen from five candidates chosen by the Intra- nings until 9 o'clock (luring the next Professional Women's Clubs. Mara
assistant to the president of Rutgers
mural
Athletic
Association. The candidates are Carolyn (Kayo) semester's rush for books. This is of- garet Smith found time also to serve
from 1928 until 1936, and took his
as treasurer of the Congressional Club.
ficial, as reported by Jim Hinds and
present job in 1941. He is a member Foley, Balentine, '48; Elaine
After Clyde Smith's death in 1940,
John Barrows of the Men's Senate
of Phi Beta Kappa, Phi Kappa Phi, Lockhart, North Estabrooke,'50;
his
widow was chosen to fill the unNancy
Ryan,
Jane
West Hall,
and confirmed by Mr. Bruce
and Phi Gamma Delta.
expired
term, and in September 1940
'51; Marge Waterman, Colvin,
It is pointed out that there are two
Placement Director Phillip Brockshe
was
re-elected to the Seventy'50; and Dotti Jack, West Hall,
weeks
in
which to get books and with
way reports that over 60 per cent of
seventh Congress. She requested a
'51.
the
bookstore
open
evenings
there will
In a move designed to give everythe graduating students have received
seat on the Labor Committee on which
Voting will take place in the library body dancing room on Winter Carpi- he n,-1 ne,
(1 for standing in line.
at least one job offer, although there
her husband had distinguished himself
under the direction of the Intramural val night, a Carnival dance will be
have been few definite acceptances.
but was assigned to three lesser comsponsored Friday night, February 20, Graduating Students
Athletic Association.
mittees: Education, Invalid Pensions,
Dill Creighton, Sigma Chi, Chairman by the American Society of Agriculand
Post Office and Post Roads.
Should Get Gowns Early
tural Engineers.
the Intramural Ball Dance CommitMrs. Smith usually voted along
An informal couples dance with
Students who will be graduated
regular Republican lines, but cast an
we, has announced that Ben Hall and
stags invited, the ag it- will feature
at the end of this semester may
occasional vote for Administration
his orchestra s ill play for the dance. the music of Ray Downs and his
pick up their caps and gowns at
Leon Gray and Campus Editor
measures. From the beginning she
Dancing will be from nine until two, orchestra.
the bookstore any time after Feb-- voted 100 per
Larry Jenness will represent the Unicent for the Administraformal,
$4.00
at
per
couple.
In sponsoring the dance, ASAE
ruary 9. Mr. Bruce warns that
versity of Maine at the 2nd annual
tion's foreign policy. She has always
Ticket distribution, a major prob- took a leaf from last year's record
orders for gowns must be in early. been interested
Boston University Debate Tournament
in maritime affairs
lem,
was settled at an intramural meet- when lack of space in Memorial Gym
Graduates will return their gowns
to be held at Boston, Friday and Saturand advocated naval expansion in the
in Alumni Hall directly after the
day, February 13 and 14. Debate ing last Tuesday. Each organization left many would-be Carnival Ball danneutral days of 1938. She filled a
cers
home
at
their
radios.
exercises.
reported
number
the
of
tickets
reit
Coach Wofford Gardner will acvacancy on the Naval Affairs Comquired. The total was divided into the
company the students.
mittee during the Seventy-eighth sesThe tourney will be run on a direct number of available tickets, and from
sion of Congress.
elimination basis. Proposition to be this a percentage was established. InLabor Supported
debated will be "Resolved: that a tramural representatives who have not I X
After
being
re-elected to the Sevenfederal world government be estab- picked up their share of tickets at the
ty-ninth Congress, with the endorsePhysical
Education Office are urged
lished."
ment of A. F. of L. leaders and the
Activities will get underway with a to do so immediately.
support of the railway unions, she
Orono, Me., Jan.—Ralph Barnett Powers, Colvin Hall; June Smith, served in April
The Winter Carnival will get un"seeding" round Friday night, followed
as one of thirteen
derway Friday, February 20, with the '49, has been named chairman of a North Estabrooke; June Swanton, advisers to the
by four possible rounds Saturday.
United States GovernIn the Vermont tournament last De- crowning of the Carnival Queen at the 1948 Organization Committee which South Estabrooke; Doris Stanley, The ment delegation
at the International
cember, Gray and Jenness defeated Intramural Ball. Saturday winter will lead this year's student subscrip- Elms; Phyllis Osgood. East Hall.
Labor Organization in Philadelphia,
Army, Dartmouth, and Holy Cross, sports events and a snow sculpture tion campaign for the University of
Nancy Hubbard, West Hall; Jane and led the Maine delegation to the
contest are scheduled; and Saturday Maine's Memorial Union Building Hinckley, Bangor women; Margaret Republican National
losing only to Penn State.
Convention in
They will leave Orono on Thursday, night, the Maine-Rhode Island game Fund.
Ketchen, Old Town women; Mary July. In December she left for the
getting in a practice debate with Bates will climax the carnival.
Barbara Hines and Willard Nisbet Dirks, Orono women; Roger Thurrell, South-Pacific, returning in time for the
College at Lewiston that evening.
have been selected as assistant chair- Fraternities; James H. Tuttle, Hanni- opening of the Seventy-ninth Congress
men of the group. Their committee bal Hamlin Hall; David Hamlin, Oak in January 1945.
Math Club To Meet
will plan one phase of a campaign Hall; Harlan Witham, Dunn Hall;
Sophomores To Pay Dues
The Math Club will hear three designed to contact all persons conRichard Edes, Corbett Hall.
Bears Back For Dancing
Sophomore class dues of $1.00 per speakers at its next meeting, to be nected with the University and raise
Edward R. Cowles and Millard
member are being assessed on the held at 7:30 Wednesday evening, funds for a $900,000 memorial to the Whitaker, North Dorms; Mark Shedd, Proceedes from
this Friday night's
spring semester bill for the purpose of February 18, in 170 Stevens.
school's men and women who served Bangor men; Robert W. Anderson, stag dance, sponsored by Pi Beta Phi
creating a Class of 1950 Fund to take
Sutton Munroe will give a talk on in World War II.
Old Town men; Constance Drew, sorority, will go to the Student Union
care of initial financing of the 1950 games of chance. Also on the proOther members of the organization Brewer district; Nforna Kimball, building fund.
Prism published by the class, any gram will be Roger Pinkam and Jean committee who will serve as section Hampden; Arthur Clark, the UniversiWith the Maine Bears furnishing
deficit incurred by the Sophomore Hart. All interested students are in- captains include: Elaine Perkins, to ty trailers; and Lawrence Hadley, the music, dancing
will last from 8 until
Hop, and minor expenses of elections. vited to attend.
represent Balentine Hall; Louise South Apartments.
11:30 p.m. Admission is 50 cents.

Students Pick Carnival Queen
From Five Come!y Candidates
ASAE Will Sponsor
Carnivc! Dance

Gray And Jenness
To Debate At BU

a p arnett Named Chairman
Off Union Building Fund Drive

Ironic). 1
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Youth Leaders Out
To Defeat UMT

News In A Nutshell
BY TRAPPER

their break, Russia and Nazi-Germany
were partners in aggression and had
agreed to split Europe between them.
But I cannot find the zealots anywhere.
They disappear when they see me
coming; and I am wondering just what
they would say to defend poor old
Russia now.

Nineteen youth leaders have issued
a call for action to defeat the universal
training bill which will come before
the new session of Congress, it was
learned today from Mrs. Elsie VanBuren Willcox, Smith '47, who is
serving as executive secretary of the
group.
A National Youth Assembly is
planned for Washington for Sunday
and Monday, February 15-16.
A call has been sent to 2,000 youth
and campus leaders, suggesting that
Congress "adopt instead of U.M.T.
a constructive plan to meet the real
needs of American youth for housing,
education, health and security."
Recipients of the call were asked to
join the 19-member committee as
sponsors, to participate in planning
the assembly in Washington, and to
make arrangements for delegations
from their own campuses and youth
organizations. The Assembly has established an office at 38 Worth St.,
New York City.

Orono, Maine, Januar 29, 1948

Fraternity Social Relations
Have Room For Improvement

A few weeks ago this column began,
By SAM JONES
"let me call you Comrade," and further
Let's start getting sociable!
Alpha Gam's gesture has opened
continued to assert that Russia was
NEWS ITEM ... Alpha Gamma
the door. If the others follow suit,
preparing to wage war against the
Rho, under the leadership of its presimany who would otherwise not enjoy
U. S.... As soon as the paper came
dent, Otto Wallingford, and its social
the benefits of fraternity social life,
out my troubles began. When I apchairman, Carl Estes, held an invitawould have a chance to partake of the
peared on campus, Ancient-Marinertion buffet supper and dance for the
social
benefits which fraternities can
eyed zealots would point an accusing
girls from the Elms last Friday eveoffer.
finger against my chest and back me
Recently, it has been announced that ning. Dr. and Mrs. Howard Dickey,
up to the nearest wall or tree. With
Also what happened to that idea of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Smythe and
arguments suspiciously like those of Gen. Eisenhower is, by his own choice, Miss Oliver,
exchange
suppers? We heard of it this
house director at the
Henry Wallace, they would prove to out of the presidential nomination race. Elms, served
fall
but
nothing
more has been done.
as chaperons for the afme that poor, peace-loving Russia has Now, if Gen. McArthur should follow fair. Nearly
An informal survey taken among the
65
persons
attended.
been criminally misrepresented in the suit, there would be no danger of signs
fraternity members showed great in* * a * *
U. S., and that we, in order to make on the White House reading "off limits
terest. If we don't stay together we
Vtre give our Maine Friendship
amends, should withdraw the ERP and to enlisted personnel."
shall soon become small isolated living
Award
for the week to Alpha Gamma
•
aid to Greece, call our troops back
units instead of social-friendly-fraterIn London, last Thursday, Ernest Rho. Their revival of an old custom
from overseas, and avoid U M T
nities.
Because I am a modest, unassuming, Bevin declared a new foreign policy should set the pace for some of the
What better way can there be to
young chap, I had no words to refute for Britain. In general the policy is other fraternities on campus. Most of start this much-needed revival of
interthem, and crushed by their logic, the opposition of Soviet agression, and our fraternities are presupposed upon fraternity spirit than exchange
dinhumbly went my way.... Now every- a consoliated Western Europe....0p- sociability.
ners?
position
leader,
Winston
Churchill
thing is reversed. I am seeking out
How would this plan operate?
those same zealots to call to their at- pointed out that the new policy is alPerhaps we could set aside one night
tention the secret German documents most the same as the proposal of two
a
week, say Wednesday, for a starter,
which have been made public by the years ago, for a United States of
during which five or six men from
counterbalance
Europe
to
Russia.
U.S. State Department. These docueach house would have dinner in an•
ments prove conclusively that, until
The French government has finally
The series of events which induced other house as their guests. A rotation
performed an unpleasant necessity; the Lingan Subba Rao to enter the Uni- of persons and houses visited could
franc has been devalued to the rate of versity of Maine was narrated last quite easily be worked out. Results
216
to the dollar. Would this, do you night over WLBZ on the Maine Radio intangible of course, but better spirit
IT IS NOT TOO LATE
and greater cooperation should occur!
suppose, make ninety dollars a lot of Guild Program.
money
in
today?
Paris
This matter rests with the interto order your
Subba Rao, a native of India, appeared briefly at the close of the show. fraternity council, but they are but
U. OF M. CLASS RING
During the story, his part was taken representatives of the houses and rely
March Of Dimes Dance
upon house opinions for guidance. A
by
George Gonyar.
Orders Are Taken at the M.C.A.
The annual March of Dimes dance, Other members of the cast included majority of houses are needed to put
sponsored by Chi Omega, will be held Al Weymouth and Bob Arnold. Lee this idea into operation, but with the
Tlittrs-.. Fri. afternoons and Sat. mornings
in the Memorial Gymnasium this Davis, as Mr. University, recounted members behind it, it can be done. It
85 deposit ith all orders
Saturday evening, January 31.
the story. The script was written and is done at other schools!
The proceeds from the dance will directed by Rita Graham.
Must our fraternities become stagBill Charron—Agent
go to the Infantile Paralysis Fund. Next week the Guild will produce a nant Talk it over in your house. Let's
Admission will be $.50.
quiz program.
get sociable. It pays off!

•

•

Radio Guild Tells
Subba Rao's Story

•

•
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A Whale Of A Problem
Universal military training has become a whale
in the military puddle. In fact, it's so big that
every other creature struggling for survival in the
same water has been snuffed out. Under the present program, the proposition is hotter than the
proverbial snowball.
Military authorities seem to agree on one thing
—if we have another war, it will be of short duration. Yet, they persist in training personnel in the
use of now obsolete weapons. Placed in the hands
of unthinking youth these weapons are about as
useful as matchsticks. The puddle must either be
drained dry or enlarged to take in an entirely new
phase of warfare, defense against the atomic bomb
and the jet-propelled plane.
What can possibly be done under the old set-up?
Man must think if he is to survive. The emphasis
must be placed on an educational program that
will cover a longer period of time than one year.
Why should the facts be glossed over? What
should be the place of the college in the future on
thus important question?

Give A Dime

I said PASS the papers in!

SCOTCH AND SODA
BY BIFF SHALEK
What's wrong with that? Nothing,
Blessed be the male animal. He actually, nothing. In the case of the
walks about on his hind legs, grunting, girl and the convertible, the car made
pounding his chest, and patting him- a bigger impression on her than the
self on the back. With the girls he's guy. That's Life, fifteen cents a copy.
a killer, a man about dorms, a Casa- All she has to be careful of is that the
NovaEstabrookeBalentine, or what Cadi doesn't backfire. The other girl?
have you.
Well, all work and no play makes
Jack.... But look, little feather-brain
That's what he thinks!!
Flossie, there's a little more to college
With the girls he's:
"—I went out with the cutest Cadil- than bending a pseudo-sophisticated
lac Convertible last night. You push elbow in the bookstore. Especially the
a button and the windows go up. Boy way you louse up the coffee-cups and
cigarettes with your lipstick.
a super bus."
Strange as it might seem, your
"—I had an awful time last night. He
never said anything and when he did cocktail-party education isn't what
talk it was all about world problems, or most men are after. They read the
some drippy thing like that. He didn't book instead of the bookjacket. Their
know the first thing about parties, education is to make them dough, not
dances, or anything. I don't know pleasant conversation.
why the boys of the house ever pledged
Forgive them will you? Now I
him."
think I will go back to bed.

But

Be happy, people. This week the words of wisdom which pour out through the typewriter to you
shall be limited, as we wish to give Monty Higgins
the best of going away presents, a lot of space for
his weekly Robert Benchley-like ramblings.
The subject under discussion in this pillar might
just as well be termed "How the students of Maine
failed to get co-operation," or "Under the thumb
in darkest Siberia." I refer, as you have already
grasped, I presume, to the monkey business about
the cut system.
Last week the Campus reported that the University Committee on Administration turned down
a proposal that a trial period be set up during
which cuts would be unlimited. No good reason
was given for the refusal, other than the vague
offering that it wouldn't work. To spare innocent
people from undue criticism, let it be known here
that Maynard Jordan was not among those advancing this theory.
I suggest that you students, if you really want
a change in the cut system, write to your parents
asking them to send back a letter approving the
unlimited cut method. Turn over the letters to
the General Senate. If enough people carry this
out, the letters should have some effect on the final
decision. If that doesn't work, it looks like the
only thing left is for everyone to take off the day
before a vacation. It would be fun to watch the
fireworks.
P.S.—Members of the Faculty and Administration: Don't read the column this week; it's not
very interesting. And besides, I do want to graduate someday.
—BILL BRENNAN

Maolit ..111ctua Says:

I overheard an artist say,"It is the duty of every
artist to go about the world looking at everyone
The 1948 March of Dimes program is well unas though they were undressed."
der way. Throughout the Nation the call reWell now, I knew I'd find some good reason
sounds. There is a greater need than ever for the
for taking At 11 (Advanced Free-hand Drawing
and Sketching) if I searched long enough. Before
answering tinkle of that small coin, the dime.
I learned this important duty of every artist, my
Don't pass the boxes by. This is one time when
wife got very angry whenever from long force of
a dime buys more than any other coin. Of course.
habit my eyes wandered over the form of some
the more dimes the better!
lovely young girl. My wife pulled my hair, hit
me over the head with croquet mallets, and put
buckshot in my peasoup. Things had got to the
point that I had trained my inboard eye, next to
my wife, to stare straight ahead while my outBouquet of the week goes to the local chapter
The pride of all college men, winter Those ski-sweaters proudly displayed board eye, on the side away from my wile, took
sports
enthusiasts or armchair sports- by Jane Hastings and Johnny Folsom in the beautiful things of life. This business was
of the American Society of Agricultural Engineers
men,
is
a ski-sweater hand knit by a are knit from an identical pattern. They making me crosseyed, and besides one needs both
who have made plans to hold a second dance
fond acquaintance, be it grandmother both have a navy-blue background eyes to do justice to the hobby. So nowadays I just
Winter Carnival eve. Many students will thank
or girl friend. Bob Eddy's specialty broken up with white figures. The tell my wife I an: doing homework for my art
the ASA E for this far-sighted effort.
is patterned with ski figures in blue only difference is the red stripe under- class and stare away.
•
making two bands across the top and lining the shoulder design on Johnny's.
Now don't get me wrong. I love my wife. I
A report this corner has not had time to investi- bottom on a white background. Blue
think
she is beautiful. But when some healthy
With the growing interest in skiing
young thing ankles past, I am an artist through
gate concerns some University fire escapes. Men- snowflakes are scattered in between in this country, the modern
ski-sweater,
tioned as not being in too good condition were and on the sleeves. Very attractively the product of an old Scandinavian and through.
•
those at the infirmary and the Administration (lone in a forest green with red figures tradition, has come to this side of the
forming a wide band at the waist is Atlantic. In those
In
one
of
my
classes
we are allowed to smoke.
old days when skis
building. We intend to take a good look before
the colorful sweater worn by Hugh were the only means
of transportation. It wasn't so bad last year when eight of us smoked
next press time, perhaps they'll be a little better Hunter.
each housewife was expected to keep in a seminar class, but with thirty of us puffing
by then.
Showing his fraternity spirit, Johnny her whole family outfitted for travel this year—well, we come out of there with our
•
Parsons wears a good-looking sweater so she spun and dyed her own yarn clothes smelling like a Boston and Maine smoking
On the point of conserving electricity, what with a black background and a distinc- and worked it into colorful
patterns car. The air—ranging in color from blue to yelahout all these empty buildings with door lights tive pattern made up of the Greek to keep the drudgery out of constant low—fills your throat and nose until your head
horning all night? Half-way cooperation will help letters, Sigma Chi and the Maltese knitting. Thus we have the attractive feels like an overstuffed sofa cushion. Can't see
much either.
Cross.
ski-sweater of today.
hut little.
Thinking to fight smoke with smoke, I took my
No,
you
are
not
seeing
double.
—Tom & HELEN
•
Arabian hookah (water-pipe, that is) to class.
No Campus for two weeks. The staff has finals.
lit it and sent up a grey smudge. That along with
too.
the corncobs. briars, cigarets, and Havana lettuce
was too much. They had to drag me into the hall
LARRY JENNESS
and give me artificial respiration.
Editor
DON SPILLER
Business Manager
I am browsing about the Amy Surplus Stores
Associate Editors: Barb? Day, News; Morph Linehan,
looking
for a gas mask for class wear.
Br
LOOK
Jo
dancing.
bay ride preceded the
Sports; Terry Garcelon, Activities; Martha Leeman.
Make-up: Jo Look and Bonnie Andrews, Society; Don
•
The Freshmen held a dance in Esta- dance.
MacLeod, Art; Bill Brennan.
One
disadvan
tage
this
postwar enrollment has
Saturday night the Combined Glee
Reporters: Larry Dunn, Hal Jack, Norma Drummond, brooke last Friday night. Decorations
caused is irregular arrangement of hours on class
Janet Patee, Warren Turner, Cliff Whitten, Doris Voll- were silhouettes in red and white crepe Clubs sponsor(d a Cabaret and (lance
schedules. Many of us are dragging toward classes
mer, Bob Nesbit, Sam Jones, Hal Haley, Olive Kline,
Blanche Niece, Walter St. Onge, Carolyn Cole, Nancy paper. Refreshments. (lancing. and in the Memorial Gymnasium. The before daylight, have the day broken up by occaping pong were the evening's enter- entertainment proved very enjoyable. sional classes,
Ryan, Eleanor Murray.
and drag home again after dark.
Sports Staff: Jerry Rogovin, Bob Winship, Ivan Crouse, tainment. Chaperons were Dr. and The "Frankie and Johnny" ballad Saturday
classes too! Gad! Six days makes one
Al Moulton, Hal Jack, Helen Buzzell.
Mrs. Brush and Mr. and Mrs. Byer. was acted in pantomime while James weak!
Contributors: Arthur Reynolds, Toni Doescher, Helen
The Maine Radio Guild sponsored a Selwood. musical director, interpreted
Noyes, Biff Shalek, Clair Chamberlain, Elizabeth Marden.
•
Business Staff: Doris Stanley, Asst. Business Mgr.; stag dance Friday night in the Mem. the antics. Sammy Saliba and his
On
my
wedding
day
last June. my wife's little
Ralph Flynn, Advertising Mgr.; Mary Hollingdale, Cir- Gym. Entertainment by the Guild Orchestra provided music for the (lance
brother observed,"Nyaa, nyaa! You're taller than
culation Mgr.; Dorothy Mitchell, Asst. Circulation Mgr.; members was the highlight
of the eve- which followed.
Florence Thompson, Subscription Manager.
he is!" Well, it was too late for her to back
out
Advertising Staff: Don Jones, Arthur Norwood, George ning. The Pandas played for the dance
Engaged this week are Sylvia Ben- by that time, and I must
say she has been a good
Vardamis, Roger Pendleton, Ted Gridley, Pat Woodward. which followed.
son and Charles E. Day, and Betty sport about it all. Just
the same, whenever we
Circulation Staff: Grace Griffin, Martha Bond, Gladys
The boys of the new dorms were Noyes and Harold Hopkinson.
pose together for snapshots I make sure I
Sampson, Anna I.urvey, Ruth Berglund, Jane Webb,
an:
Martha Fogler is now wearing the uphill from her. My
Jessie Cowis, Marilyn Wyman. Marcia Howard, Betty hosts Saturday evening in the Estamail order, elevator shoes
brooke "rec" rooms for an evening of Sigma Chi pin of Don Hobbs.
Baker, Dave I lamlin, Carlton McGary.
should arrive any time now.

Editor's Notes

THE NEW LOOK
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Musical Christened
"Then And Again"

lie. Jam'

NCAA Meetings Are Largest
And Best, Says Dean Wieman

The original musical play by Al
Dumais and Peggy Preble has finally
The recent meetings of the National
been christened, Herschel L. Bricker Collegiate Athletic Association's repreannounced today. Born early this sentatives in New York and of the
semester, the play has been un-named Football Rules Committee in Savanuntil this week when the title "Then nah, Georgia, are said by Dean Wieman, president of the Football Coaches
and Again" was finally chosen.
Student interest in the play, written Association, to have been not only
in accordance with the modern man- the largest ever held but probably the
ner—that of having a definite and sub- most successful as well.
Two major problems discussed in
stantial plot to a musical—has been
high, Professor Bricker reported, add- the NCAA meeting were post-season
ing that it would be impossible for him football games and the giving of
to name those chosen for the various financial aid to athletes.
A committee was appointed to inparts at the present time.
vestigate
the matter of post-season
tryto
unable
Any student who was
games,
since
it is felt that the almost
periods,
reading
regular
the
during
out
A FRIEND IN NEED, and Marguerite DesJardins, West Hall, has
but is interested in being auditioned, unlimited increase in bowl games, most
two. Margie broke her ankle while resting from a hard day of skiing, ,,should contact Professor Bricker at of them presented purely for publicity
purpOses: may become detrimental to
; 3430 Stevens as soon as possible.
but Pat Hamilton and Joan Craig make sure that she gets to class:*
tthe
game.
—Newhall Photo
The NCAA adopted an amendment
To Hold Open House
to, their constitution concerning aid to
^,4,4.
The Home Economics 'Department. athletes which states, in effect, that
,•
is holding a Merrill-Hall open house no financial support shall be offered
t Saturday, February 28, from 1-5 p.m. to athletes which is not available to
All Ancients, faculty', 'and -interested, any other student attending the instihave been invited •to attend. tution;
perions
Bangor, Me.
Main St.
•'Many colleges and universities, inARROW PRODUCTS 'FEATURES
cluding Maine, are already complying
• •
with this rule and have been for some
•
time,
but schools which have been
your
Have
aproaching professionalism in athletVALENTINE
ics will be required to change their
methods or face possible exclusion
PORTRAIT
from the NCAA.
The Rules Committee approved a
Made Now!
number of recommendations made by
a sub-committee, of which Dean Wieman was a member, suggesting compromises which might be made between
PHOTOGRAPHER
colleges and high schools in order to
Orono
8171
provide a common code for both.
Only three minor changes were

E
FREES'S'

LADIES! THROW AWAY
THOSE BEAR TRAPS

TED NEWHALL

~~"•••••••••,,,,IJ

Lasso your Lic Abners come Valentine's Day wit!.
a couple of well-chosen Arrow ties.
We suggest a couple of Arrow knits in solitl color:
or stripes, $1.50 (made
especially for college
men) or some smart
Arrow stripes and English patterned foulards
from $1.00.

YOUII LATEST OUTSTANDING SCREEN BITS

BANGOR and ORONO
& P Theatres

Jan. 29, 30, 31
Drop in at
your Arrow
store and pick
out a brace of
beauties.

"LURED"
George Sanders, Lucille Ball
Feb. 1-7
"CAPTAIN FROM CASTILE"
Tyrone Power, Jean Peters
Feb. 8-9-10-11
"THE EXILE"
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,

Maria Montez
Arrow handkerchiefs with
your man's initials from 35e.

BIJOU

ARROW SHIRTS and TIES
UNDERWEAR • HANDKERCHIEFS • SPORTS SHIRTS

ARROW SHIRTS and TIES
UNDERWEAR • HANDKERCHIEFS •e• SPORTS SHIRTS

If you want VALUE and AMERICA'S FAVORITE
COLLEGE STYLES
"ASK FOR ARROWS"
Shirts
Ties
Shorts

from $3.25
" 1.00
1.00

from
Undershirts
"
Sports shirts
Handkerchiefs "

A. J. GOLDSMITH
OLD TOWN
.Selling to Students for 40 Years

.85
4.25
.35

made in the existing rules. In the
future it will be permissible to use a
tee on all free kicks. If a free kick
goes out of bounds it will be kicked
over from its original position. If it
goes out again it will be given to the
receiving team 10 yards ahead of the
point where it was put into play.
After a team has had its four time
outs, if time is called because of an
injury to a player, only the injured
player can be replaced without drawing a penalty for too many time outs.

Penny Carnival Has
iv‘ard•1 Gras Theme
Penny Carnival, the event of the
W.A.A. year, will take place March 5
under the chairmanship of Martha
Bond. The theme this year is the
"Mardi Gras" and we'll all go Southern
to the tune of Ray Downs' orchestra.
Martha has appointed her committee
chairmen who will need many assistants. Plan to come in costume for
the Mardi Gras.
* * *
The W.A.A. Officials Club, with Sue
Dartnell, chairman, and Liz Zaitlin,
secretary, announces that application
for membership may be made by all
girls. Prospective members must be
able to pass a qualifying examination
which is both written and practical.
Girls passing these exams receive intramural official's rating. To maintain
standing in the club, members must
officiate some minimum number of
games to be established at the beginning of the season. The official's club
will be set up for four sports but members are not required to officiate in all
sports. No dues are required. Standards were set up by Helen Buzzell,
Morna Kimball, Peg Millington, and
Sue Dartnell. The object of the club
is to prepare nationally rated officials.
*5*
Candidates for Freshman Class
leader were Eileen Ambrose, Off-Campus, and Caroline Rowell, West Hall.

OPERA HOUSE
BANGOR

BANGOR
Jan. 28-29-30
"ALWAYS TOGETHER"
R,bert Hutton, Joyce Reynolds
Jan. 31-Feb. 6
"THE SECRET LIFE OF
WALTER MITTY"
I )aomy 1<avc, Virginia Mayo

PARK

29, 19IP,

5TRPN E)
ORONO

1

Philip Deane O.D.
Optometrist
105 Centre St.
Old Town

Wed. & Thurs.. Jan. 28-29
Double Feature
"WYOMING"
William Elliott, Vera Ralston
Plus
"JOE PALOOKA IN THE
KNOCKOUT"
Leon Errol, Elyse Kstoz.
6:30-7:42
Fri. and Sat., Jan. 30-31
"DAISY KENYON"
Joan Crawford. f)ana Andrews
Sat. Matinee 2:30-6:30-8:26
Sun. and Mon., Feb. 1-2
"ROAD TO RIO"
Bing Crosby, Bob Hope
Sun. Matinee 3:00-6:30-8:24

Chrysler Corporation

Tuesday, Feb. 3
"BIG TOWN AFTER DARK"
Phillip Reed, Hillary Brooks
Also Shorts
6:30-8:29

PARTS

BANGOR
Jan. 30-31
Wed. & Thurs., Feb. 4-5
"ADVENTURE ISLAND"
Double Feature
Rhory Calhoun, Rhonde
Flemming
"BLACK GOLD"
"SWISS MISS"
Anthony Quinn, Katherine
Stan Laurel, Oliver Hardy
DeMille
Plus
Feb. 1-2-3
"BLOND1E
IN THE
"JEZEBEL"
DOUGH"
Bette Davis, Henry Fonda
"THE BURNING CROSS"
Penny Singleton, Arthur Lake
flank Daniels
6:30-7:39
Bijou and Opera House operate continuously from 1:30 to 11 o'cl(x-k.
Matinee Prices: 35# to 5 o'clock
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Bears To Meet UConns, Huskies Here Next

LINEHAN

Finals are upon us, but Maine's
varsity basketball crew is faced with
the tough proposition of a gruelling
battle with Connecticut's Nutmeggers
next Monday night on the Orono court
before they'll be able to hit the books
successfully. This game is the last of
the semester, and the Bears won't be
in action again until the fourteenth
when they play a return engagement
with Northeastern in Memorial Gym.
This season as per usual, Connecticut
brings up a big smooth-operating team,
and judging from recent performances,
they will be hard to lick. A couple of
weeks ago, the Nutmeggers lost a
game to their arch rivals Rhode Island
by two points, so that should present an
idea of their prowess. Preceding the
varsity match, the Maine J.V.'s will
attempt to knock off a high flying
M.C.I. troupe, and this promises to be
a htmidinger also.
For the Sake of Competition..
Grover Rist, patron and benefactor of Bangor's Potters, a
professional court club, has hit
upon an interesting device to secure competition for his excellent team. By contracting withopposition quintets to make remuneration to them only in proportion to the number of points
they score, Mr. Rist has set himself up as treasurer of the
realm. The plan hasn't produced any tough foes as yet, but
it will probably bring good professional teams to Maine as soon
as the word goes around. The
Potters' next opponents will be
the Gardiner Dynamos this Sunday, and the "dough for points"
plan will also be in operation in
this contest. The idea reminds
one of the fabulous John McGraw of a couple of decades
past when he paid his pitchers
a bonus for every shut-out inning they hurled.
Merely a Suggestion..
The news that Jorges Pasquel is on
the rampage again has struck terror to
the hearts of major league baseball
magnates.. Pasquel's particular aversion is when he sees a diamond performer who takes his royal fancy, he
simply offers said ball player an ungodly sum of money to come to Mexico and play in the new Mexican league.
Assuming this same ball player appredates the almighty dollar in the appropriate manner, he just packs up
and takes off for south of the border.
So far U. S. baseball managers and
owners have done nothing but accuse
Pasquel of banditry and kidnapping.
Now the suggestion: That major
league baseball reorganize and include
all of the countries that have a baseball-minded populace and the money
to back a club of big league calibre.
Why should a few cities, east of the
Mississippi be blessed with a major
league entrant, especially when they
cant' support same (St. Louis, a shining example), while there are others
all over the continent ready, willing,
and very capable of nurturing such an
organization. This idea is not original, it has been voiced in print many
times... too many to ignore.
Fall Out!
This Saturday afternoon at 2,
Maine's (rush team, fresh front
its victory ovur a g I John
Ilapst High School q* tel. will
provide an escape front studying when the, tangle with
Presque Isle 0%cr in Melllllrial
Gym. The affair
be a good
for the two clubs appear
e‘eitl, matched. so take a break
and get 0%er there.

Visiting Team
Is Favorite
For Monday

Ski Teams
Will Meet
Annex Squad
University athletics for the next two
or three weeks will be somewhat restricted by final examinations, but the
program is far from lacking. This
coming Saturday the A and B squads
of the Maine ski team compete against
a team from the Brunswick Annex,
at Orono. The Brunswick team will
compete as a unit, and the events will
be run_.off like the meet with Colby\
with the two University squads being
separate teams.
The Ski team practiced the past
week end in preparation for this coming meet, and the next intercollegiate
competition, which will be held at the
Dartmouth Carnival on the 13th and
14tli.of.V.e.bru-ary. The tiain's six best
jumpers spent Sunday at Rumford,
while the remaining skiers practiced
downhill and slalom on Bald Mountain,
in a program of training and conditioning (aria -the tow Was not workine.
The Dartmouth Carnival will pit the
best teams of the country against the
Maine outfit, with such units as
Middlebury, Vermont, St. Lawrence,
McGill, New Hampshire, and the home
team competing. Dartmouth recently
upset the Middlebury team, at Underhill, Vermont, in combined cross country and jumping, to establish themselves as a distinct threat in the coming
meet. Maine placed ahead of Dartmouth last year, behind McGill and
St. Lawrence.
The team has been rounding into
shape, with Willoch getting his form
for the cross country, and Bruno
Baldacci showing such improvement
that Coach Curtis has stated that he
will surely be on the jumping team
st Hanover, and in the combined as
‘.rell. Ted Hawkes is another dark
oorse who has been moving up to
press the first team members in the
downhill-slalom combined.
The indoor track squad, returned
from the K. of C. meet in Boston
on January 24, where the mile and
two-mile relay teams each finished
fourth in their event, will probably
have to skip the B.A.A. on the seventh
of February, because of the conflict
with examinations.
The Freshman basketball team will
be seeking its second win this coming
Saturday, when the Presque Isle Wildcats tangle in the Memorial Gym.
The Frosh nosed out Bapst 69-62 last
Saturday on the home floor.

t

Simpson And Gates Lead
State Series Scoring Race
Bobcat center Bill Simpson and the
Bates College cagers have taken over
first place in the State Series scoring
race in individual and team averages,
according to figures released today
With his 29 points against Bowdoin
and his 15 against the University of
Maine, Simpson sped well ahead of
Maine's Bob Gates with a total of
109 series points in six games. The
Maine squad still has four men in the
top ten, however, while Bates has
three, Bowdoin two, and Colby one.
Gates is now in second place with 98
points, and Ace Bailey of Bates has
third nailed down with a total of 94.
The Petromen lead the state in team
scoring with 396 points in six games
for a 66 point average. The Bobcats
stand fifteenth among the nation's small
colleges in that department.
Only new face in the top ten scorers
for this week is Russ Burns,

SKIER BENNY BERNARD makes the snow fly right into the camera
—Newhall Photo
as he comet down the University's practice slope.

Beta Continues To Set Pace
In Intramural Basketball Race
Intramural Basketball reached midseason this past week with the same
teams leading the different leagues,
and with but few changes in the individual standings.
In the fraternity league, Beta continues to pace the pack, with Phi Gam
hot on their heels. Kappa Sigma,
Phi Mu, and Phi Eta are close behind the two top teams, while Tau Ep,
which held third place last week,
dropped to a sixth place tie, losing to
Kappa Sigma on Sunday, 47-40, and
to Phi Eta on the following day, 65-55.
The Kappa Sigma game was close
right to the wire, but the sensational
set-shooting of Gerry Poulin and the
fine passing of the Kappa Sigs was
too much for Tau Ep. Ev Beals was
the big gun in the Phi Eta win, with
32 points, 14 of them collected via the
foul route. Phi Eta led all the way,
and never was in danger of losing.
In other fraternity games, Sigma
Nu suffered losses to SAE, 39-29, and
Delta Tau, 38-36, in a thriller; Theta
Chi thumped Alpha Gam, 40-21.
The most thrilling game of the season saw South Apartment's edge Center Oak, 54-52, after two overtime
periods, and in "sudden death." 11 & 13
eked out a 38-35 win over #1, despite
Lewia's 12 points. D1F3 copped a fivepoint win this week, defeating D1F4,
40-35. Ocummo ran over 4 & 6, 58-39,
led by Pressley, with 21 pointers, and
Building 16 drubbed #2, 69-17, with
Davis and Loranger accounting for 26
points between them.
Informal hockey continued this
week, although hampered by snow.
First round matches were concluded
Saturday when Phi Gam and Phi Mu
combined to beat Delta Tau, 5-2, and
SAE and ATO edged out CorbettDunn, 3-2.
Intramural Basketball Standings
Fraternity League
Won Lost
0
7
Beta Theta Pi
1
8
Phi Gamma Delta
1
6
Kappa Sigma
5
1
Phi Mu Delta
6
2
Phi Eta Kappa
3
5
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
3
5
Tau Epsilon Phi
4
3
Alpha Tau Omega
6
3
Sigma Nu
6
3
Lambda Chi Alpha
6
3
Delta Tau Delta
5
2
Phi Kappa Sigma

Theta Chi
Sigma Chi
0
Alpha Gamma Rho ,
Dormitory Leagues
(Blue Division)
Won
Building #1
6
Building #11-13
5
4
Building #3-5
Building #17-19
2
Building #7-8-9
1
1
Trailers
(White Division)
Won
Building #16
7
Building #12-14
4
OCUMMO
4
Building #4-6
3
Building #18
1
Building #2
0
(Gold Division)
Won
Corbett F4
8
Dunn Fl
8
Dunn F4
5
Dunn F2
4
Corbett F2
3
Dunn F3
2
Corbett Fl
1
Corbett F3
1
Central Dorm League
Won
Freshmen
5
West Oak
4
South Apts.
3
Center Oak
3
Hannibal Hamlin
2
East Oak

6
9

Lost
1
2
3
3
4

Lost
0
1
2
4
4
8
Lost
1
4
4
4
6
6
7
Lost
0
1
3
4
3
6

Maine hoop fans will have the opportunity of seeing one of New England's top college basketball teams in
action when the powerful Connecticut
team invades the Memorial Gym next
Monday night. Bringing a strong
club which has faced a rugged schedule
to date, the Uconns show a fine record
and will enter the game as favorites
to edge the home forces.
Quite a few of the Conn. squad will
be familiar to Maine fans because of
the parts that they played in routing
Maine here last year. Art Fisher, high
scoring forward, Stan Sorota, Joe Maloney and Charley Muzikevic are all
veterans and will be remembered.
Sorota, who is the team's high point
man, paced the scorers in an earlier
meeting between the two teams in
which the Conn. team had little trouble
in rolling up a 63-29 score on the
Bears.
Since that earlier encounter the
Ucorms have dropped close games to
Rhode Island and Yale, and they appear to be even stronger. However,
the Maine squad has been working
together much more smoothly of late
and has hit a stride which has given
it impressive wins and an excellent
8 and 3 record.
The preliminary fray will find the
Jayvees facing the potentially strong
M.C.I. team. The prep school outfit
has not been too successful so far
this year but will be gunning for the
acclaim which would result from a
win over the Junior Varsity combine.
On Feb. 14 the Bears will play host
to the Northeastern Huskies in the
second of their two yearly tussles.
Maine came from behind in the first
game to earn a 56-52 verdict, as Bob
Gates counted twenty points to lead
a last half surge to victory.
The Huskies' line-up includes a
number of court stars who played fine
ball here last year. Tom Blair, who
showed so well as a rebound artist
and smooth ballhandler, is back again
as are Al Rodenhizer and George
Watts. Blair scored 13 points in the
first encounter and was aided by Fran
Walsh and Tony Magliozzi, both of
whom scored in the double figures.
Maine is expected to use the same
line-up which has started in most of
the games so far. Bob Gates, the
team's leading scorer with 150 points,
will be at one forward spot with Ted
Boynton at the opposite post. Charley
Goddard will perform at the center
position, and George O'Donnell ynd
Al Hopkins will hold forth at the
guards.

ROTC Rifle Team Wins
Two Of Four Matches

Off-Campus Team Wins,
White League Champs

During the past week the ROTC
rifle team at the University defeated
the University of Vermont and the
University of Alaska and lost to
Pittsburgh and Indiana. Teams participated on their own rifle ranges and
notified opponents by mail.
Final scores of the meets, including
standing, prone, and kneeling positions
were: Maine 1,30, Vermont 1,359;
Maine 1,841, Alaska 1,636; Maine
1,369, Pittsburgh 1,391; Maine 1,841,
Indiana 1,872.
The six high men to date for Maine
are Richard Coffin, 380; Don Stanton,
31'9; Butler Pratt, 369; Wesley Wight,
31)7; Leroy Rand, 356; Mardelle Griffin, 355.

Monday afternoon saw the championship of the White League determined
when East Hall and Off-Campus
played off a first place tie. Off-Campus
captured the title with a 32-17 win.
Members of the Off-Campus team are:
R. Linkletter, H. Buzzell, J. Sullivan,
E. Curtis, P. Jones, M. Kimball, L.
Small, R. Graham, J. McGouldrick,
S. Woods, and E. Statten.
The Off-Campus team will play the
Elms, winners of the Blue League,
next Saturday. Members of the Elms
team are: E. Waltz, D. Stanley, A.
Dibblee, L. Hilton, M. Zelenkewich,
P. Bartlett, C. Strong, S. Johnson, E.
Marden, B. Arnold, B. Lyons, and S.
Jackson.
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Lost And Found

Ray Downs Band
Is Newest Addition

MOC Asks Student Courtesy
In Filling Holes Made By Spills

The following articles have been A Student Guidebook to English HisThe newest musical organization to
turned in to the Registrar's office.
tory—manila folder, 1 zoology com- hit the Maine campus is the Ray
The Maine Outing Club wishes to one to enjoy and the 2d0C hopes that
position notebook.
BOOKS
Downs orchestra. Having played
a little courtesy will be shown.
Elementary Heat Power, Amalia,
throughout this section for a few urge all students to exercise a courteGLOVES AND MITTENS
The tow is set up to allow skiers to
Lord Hornblower, You Can Master Women—Gloves: 1 pr. brown leath- months, Ray made his first appearance sy while skiing across the river. There
go
up either side of it. The procedure
Life, A Survey of European Civiliza- er—size 7—knit lining, 1 right black locally two weeks ago.
seem to be some people who just refuse
is
to
alternate from one side to the
tion, Brieg College Chemistry, Analy- kid—arrow stitched on back with white
The outstanding feature of Ray's to fill up the holes after they take a
tic Geometry, 40th Annual Convention thread, 1 pr. red and black knit, 1 right music is the playing of nearly all spill. Tithe holes are not filled up, a other so that both lines may move
of the Maine State Federation of brown fabric, I pr. white fabric, 1 pr. special arrangements, many of them hazard is created and the next fellow along at the same rate of speed. If
Labor.
brown knit, 1 left brown fabric—long written by Ray himself, Greg Osgood down may hit the hole and spend the people continue to cut in without waitrest of the season in the hospital. Some ing their turn, the Outing Club will
Twenty Best Plays of the Modern wrist.
'50, and Red Markle '49.
of
the better skiers have been cutting be forced to ask them to stop using
Men—Gloves: 2 pr. brown leather—
American Theatre, Laboratory ExOther members of the orchestra insome
pretty sharp turns in front of the tow altogether. The outing club
periments in Physiological Chemistry, fur lined, 2 pr. light pigskin, I left clude Bing Pettigrew, a graduate stubuilt the tow for the students at great
The Hexagon of Alpha Chi Sigma, tan—black stitching, 1 right brown dent, Roger Rackliffe '49, and Bill less experienced people, and thus spoilcost
and many many hard hours. The
ing their fun. The slope is for everyMarta Y Maria, A History of Eng- knit, 1 pr. brown tweed fabric with Gordon, Bangor High School.
club hopes that the students will releather palms.
land and the British Empire.
Ray, a freshman engineer, was very
pay them by just thinking of the other
Principles and Types of Speech, Mittens: 1 pr. gray—red trim on pleased at the
fine reception given his
fellow first.
Current Expressions of Fact and wrist, 1 pr. gray, 1 pr. yellow—single band by the students. Any
interested
The Maine Outing Club also wishes
Opinion, Vingt Contes Divers, Har- cable. 1 pr. red, 1 black, 1 blue
organization may contact him by callto
announce that it is not compelled to
brace Handbook of English, Laboraing Bangor 22179.
return trip fees if an individual merely
tory Manual for General Zoology, Col- Nesbit Heads Committee
Professor Weston Evans, head of doesn't show up. The outing club pays
lege Algebra.
department of civil engineering, a part of every trip that it sponsors
the
Elements of Calculus, Basic Spanish, Bob Nisbet, '50, has been announced Order Of Temple
attended
a meeting of the American and it is not always possible to make
as
chairman
of
the
publicity
committee
A Jotitdown Book, I small black looseThe annual meeting of the Order of Association of Civil Engineers in New both ends meet. However, the club
leaf notebook, I small black looseleaf for this year's Union Building drive.
the Temple, called for the purpose of York, Wednesday to Saturday of this returns the money if it possibly can.
notebook—U. of M. seal on front, 1
Other members of the committee
electing officers, will be held at the week.
If a member finds he can't go on a
black notebook.
include Barbara Andrews, Jean CampMasonic Hall, Orono, Thursday, Febtrip
after he signs up, he is urged to
meeting
of
the
also
attended
He
1 brown zipper notebook—U of M. bell, Norma Drummond, June Kilby,
ruary 12, at 7 p.m.
the Civil Engineering Division of the call some member of the Pack and
seal on front, I brown leather brief Stan Davis, Bryce Lambert, and LarAt the last meeting of the Order, American Society of Engineering Edu- Pine to assure himself that his money
case, 1 brown lab book—Ps 17 lecture, ry Jenness.
Brother Ray Rideout, Sr., of Augusta, cation. Last year Professor Evans will be returned.
gave an address on Masonic history served as chairman of this division and
•
•
this year he is director and editor of Four Aggie Students
bulletin.
the
FOR THE TOP TUNES or CLASSICAL RECORDS
•
3
Professor Hamilton Gray, of the Get WGUY Scholarships
GOLFERS
of the week
College of Technology, attended the
Hundred-dollar scholarships were
Charlie Emery has opened his
Soil Mechanics Division meeting. Pro- awarded to four students in the ColHear them at the
indoor Golf School and drivfessor Gray serves as secretary of this lege of Agriculture last week. Awards
ing range at 16 Post Office
division.
are made annually to 4-H club memSquare in Bangor. You can
bers or former members attending the
practice your drives, chips,
in Old Town
University on the basis of scholarship.
and putts.
•
• character, financial need, and qualities
K. E. TWITCHELL
Driving practice 250
of leadership.
SERVICE
Now is the time to get in your
Those honored were Daniel K. Anpractice. Lessons are availPhotostatic work of all Kinds
drews, Erna Bamford, Ann Lee Harable. School open 9 a.m. to
service
hr.
24
mon, and Lawrence M. Potter.
10 p.m. week day s. Closed
97 Hammond St., Bangor
The scholarships are made available
Sundays.
Tel. 5345
annually
by Radio Station WGUY of
MAINE'S LEADING
hi
•
Bangor.

Professor Evans
Attends Meeting

Penobscot Trading Post

CIUL:5

PANT STORE
Hundreds of finest
SLACKS
To choose from

•

•

AUSTIN'S Tit IILER COURT

JoHn

208 Forest Ave., Orono, Me.

Watch the face of the clock and
you'll never be more than one of the
hands.

Spruce's oCog kodge
Open front 7 a.m.-10 p.m.
Every day except Sunday
Try our

AUSTIN R. BICKNELL, Prop.
Tel. Orono 681

New Banquet Room
for your Sorority parties.
Now you can have privacy,
and we can give you better
service in the main dining
room.

)L.NCING THE NEW
•

SPRING

•

MEN!
Here's your chance to get the New Look!
Are you afraid to wear that Xmas tie?
Are you tired of the ties on your rack?
Exchange them today!
Three tired tics and 50(' in coin will bring
you three different ties, clean and fresh.
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Electricity available, showers, flushes, lavatories,
and laundry facilities on premises.

55 PICKERING SQ.,,aktiGOR

NSA
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•

•
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(No Army or Navy ties accepted)
Mail to

HATS
GIRLS! Your smart NEW DOBBS is
here! DOBBS Quality! DOBBS Styled!
and DOBBS sized to fit! SEE THI.
VARIOUS NEW STYLES .... TRY
THEM ON EARLY!
SEE THEM TODAY AT

FREESE'S
\IILLINERY

SALON—THIRD FLOOR
In BANGOR

for sk

COLLEGIATE TIE EXCHANGE

"Skiing

P.O. Box 246
ORONO, MAINE

SERVING MAINE COLLEGE CAMPUSES

•

•

WHERE ARE YOU GOING?

Young men and women will
always find this banking institution interested and helpful in their business progress.
Responsibility is reflected by
a checking account, which is
also a factor in establishing
credit and standing.

Walt(

"Swing
Arnol
"Skiing
John

"TO CRAIG'S —

FOR THAT THOROUGH, SPEEDY
CLEANING AND PRESSING!"
;
So FOLLOW SUIT AND CONTACT
ONE OF OUR AGENTS
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Member Federal Deposit Insuranoe Corp.
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Club Seeks Help
For Hungry Editors

NSA Delegates
Address Senate

The University of Maine Press Club
Following a brief General Senate
is conducting a campaign to call attenmeeting last Thursday night, Larry
tion to the present plight of the newsWard, Joe Wheeler and Ray Troubh,
papermen who, under United States
all of Bowdoin, addressed the Senate
guidance,
are trying to give Germany
members and a number of interested
a
free
press.
students and faculty members on the
According to Fred W. McDonald,
organization and aims of the National
president
of the club, a member has
Student's Association.
received
a
personal letter from an
Joe Wheeler, who was a delegate
American
military
government official
to the Association's constitutional conwho says, "The effects of the extraorvention held at Madison, Wisconsin,
dinarily dry summer are now making
last summer, briefly outlined the histhemselves
felt, with a number of our
tory of the organization. According
editors fainting at their desks for lack
to Wheeler, the first move to organize
of proper nourishment."
was begun by a group of 25 students
The letter-writer expresses the hope
who represented the United States at
that persons and groups who are sendthe meeting of the International Union
ing packages to Germany will "send
of Students last summer at Prague,
a few packages to the newspapers, who
Czechoslovakia.
so richly deserve aid."
Better Understanding
The Press Club, McDonald says, is
SOME PEOPLE HAVE DISCOVERED that the lounges in Carnegie Hall (Old Library) are a good place
These students were deeply connot engaging in direct solicitations or
for everything from bridge to studying. With finals coming up ,more people may make the discovery.
cerned over the faulty impressions that
collections, but hopes to bring the
—Newhall Photo
foreign students were getting of Amerifacts
to the attention of persons who
cans, and organized NSA with one of
may
wish
to help through CARE or
their primary aims being to bring
other
regular
relief channels.
about understanding among student
,Seven Get Hood Grants
groups on a world basis.
Seven students in the College of
Physics Club To Hear Hill
Ray Troubh, president of the BowAgriculture have received Charles H.
doin Student Council, described the
A donation of $19,000, the largest
Mrs. Rena Bowles, chairman of the Hood Dairy Foundation scholarships. Professor Arthur S. Hill will speak
plans of NSA to strengthen student
Four-year students receiving the before a meeting of the Physics Club
governments by dissemination of infor- non-alumni gift received to date, has Union Building Fund drive for Penobgrants
are: John Graffam,Jasper Hag- tonight (Thursday, January 29) at
scot
county,
has
announced
that
Penobmation concerning plans and methods been presented the Union Building
gerty,
Ralph Barrett, George Millay, 7:30, in 204 Aubert Hall.
scot
County
Alumnae
have
reached
used by other organizations to colleges Fund by the Ford Manufacturing
Professor Hill will discuss the op95 per cent of their quota in the drive. and Ralph Watterman.
which have ineffectual or no student Company of
Cambridge, Mass.
Students
in
the
two-year
course
so
portunities
for technically trained perThis
organization
now
stands
in
third
governments.
At the request of Joseph Ford, presi- place behind Rhode Island state with honored include Charles Crawford and sonnel in industry. All physics majors
Details Explained
Oral Page.
dent of the company, the money will 104% and Canada with 101%.
are invited.
After the addresses, a question and be used to construct a large and atWithin Penobscot county, the Orono
answer period was conducted as the tractively furnished main dining room. women are leading all other groups
Bowdoin representatives explained de- Situated on the first floor and measur- with 59 per cent
tails of the organization and operation ing 34 by 50 feet, the room will hold
Maine's finer store
of the Association.
about 100 persons.
Jewelers
Louise
Hilton
Gets
Award
!
for diamonds
It was explained that the NSA is
In addition to accommodating stuof Bangor
financed by dues from the member dents and faculty, the proposed "Ford
for
the past 55 years
Louise C. Hilton, a junior majoring
49 Main St.
colleges, the dues being proportional Room" will be of particular benefit in home economics education and dieto the enrollment of the college—$177 to visiting alumni, parents, and other tetics, has been awarded the Maine a
annually in the case of the University campus guests. According to present Farm Bureau Federation Scholarship
of Maine.
plans, the room will also be available of $75, according to Dean Arthur L. •
I'VVVVINVMAIVVIAVVVVVVVVVVVVVINV
Representation is also on an enroll- for alumni and student banquets.
Deering.
ment basis, the maximum number of
representatives allowed any college
or university being seven.
For Your Evening News Summary
It's new!
$34,844 Budget
It was further explained that the
EDWARD R. MORROW and the News
It's the talk of
national budget of the Association is
the
campus
One of America's most distinguished reporters
now $34,844, twelve thousand of which
is used for the salaries of the five
brings you all the news
national officers and a secretary.
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
The Bowdoin representatives
stressed the fact that membership in
7:45
the Association is by vote of the entire
collar styling
WABI
student body of the college and that
no independent groups can be repreCBS Network
sented. It was also brought out that
any college can disaffiliate from the
NSA at any time.

Union Building's Main Dining Room
Will Be Gift Of Ford Mfg.Company

I
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sorts Bank

women will
banking in1 and helpss progress.
reflected by
it, which is
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g.

any
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t Insuranoo Corp.
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Largest selection of Popular. Clas.ical, Western, and Jazz Records
in Northern and Eastern Maine

BOOKS

MGM--Colombia—Decea—Victor
Capitol, and other popular labels
NIUSICA I. INSTRUMENTS

for skiing enthusiasts
"Skiing"—

Bought, Sold, Rented, Exchanged

Walter Prager

1.50

"Swing Into Skiing"—
Arnold Fawcus
3.50

VINER'S MUSIC SHOP
53 Pickering Sq. (Upstairs)

Hero's "Comfort Contour" the new marvel
styling, now featured on all Van ileu,en
low -setting;
neater, smarter, it's making the grade on eN erv ,arimus
from -,'at to ,,at. You'll find it )1.1 tine
shirt,A
and exclusive Van ifeusen patterrK, all .-'•ariforited, all
laundrv.teted, in your favorite eollar niulils.$.3:0), $3.95
and 81.95. Pitn.r.trs-JoNEs
NEw l'orm 1, NEW YORK.

Bangor

"Skiing the Americas"—
John Jay
4.95

CHILDREN'SE-Z UNDERWEAR

Lisi:
Complete

2 pc. Button on front
Sizes 2-6
1 pc. Waist suits
Sizes 6-12
Snuggies and vests
Sizes 6-12
Ladies' part wool Snuggies and Vests

Barnes Sports Library

Bett's Bookstore
58 Columbia St.

You're the man most likely to suerefyl in

°Van fleusen Shirts

ghe H. C7% K. Store

BANGOR, MAINE
Mill

St.

Open Sat. Fve.

TIES • SPORT SHIRTS • PAJAMAS

°Rom,

•
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Youngs Explains $100 Ruling Senate Votes To Send Powers To NSA
As Aid To Struggling Veterans

The Men's Senate Tuesday evening
voted to send William Powers, North
Dorm 1, as a representative to the NaIn an effort to bring the facts of the versity is willing to accept in lieu of tional Student Association congress at
$100 board and room assessment be- the general regulation that all bills are Boston University February 6-7.
fore students interested, the Men's payable on registration day.
The Men's Senate will petition the
Senate requested the Campus to interGeneral Senate to provide funds for
view University Treasurer Fred
Wood Chopping Project Powers' expense. Powers is to report
Youngs and print his explanations.
to the Senate at its next meeting.
The $100 bill, according to Youngs,
As a community project of the MCA, Harlan NVitham, New Dorm 1, conmust be met at the beginning of the students have been doing some woodtinuing his investigation of laundry
semester. It is assessed in an effort chopping at the University lot in Stillcomplaints, revealed that he had exto avoid having students faced with a water. Carl Perry has acted as foretracted promises of better work in the
deficit not covered by GI checks at man of the woodchopping activities,
future from the New Frr nklin Launthe end of the spring semester.
and Charlie O'Conner went along on dry. An immediate result of his probe
According to regulations set forth the recent trip. Students taking part will be the use of heavier paper to
in the University Bulletin, all Uni- last week were Nancy Whiting, Fred wrap clean laundry.
versity hills are payable on registra- Bigmey, Shirley Lang, Barbara HastThe Senate also voted to approach
tion day.
ings, Martha Bond, Carl Perry, Arthur
Youngs explained that University Linnell, Kenneth Giddings, Gwendolyn
authorities, taking account of the vet- Small, Valerie Smith, Richard Young,
FOR SALE
erans' situation, evolved a plan of and Milton Mills.
monthly payments. If a student was
unable to pay his bill in full at the beginning of the fall semester. he was
able to make a $100 deposit and monthly $55 payments. In this fashion the
total would have been paid by May 1.
A few students who followed this
plan now have sizeable credits to their
account, said Youngs. This credit will
be applied against the $100 bill. Many
students, however, did not meet the
monthly assessment regularly, and are
thus behind in their deposits.
The $100 payment, according to
Youngs. is the amount that the Uni-

the Deans of the various colleges and
request them to have representatives
from their faculties at the next Senate
meeting to discuss the proposed revisions of the cut system.
Jack Hawley, Old Town, Bill Skolfield, Orono, Ken Vennett, Sigma Nu,
and Frank Mace, Old Town, were appointed for this task.
The Senate is interested in hearing
the various objections to the present
system or proposed systems explained.

tmary 29, I 'I 13

Bridge Play-Offs Held
Eight Maine students have reached
the final round of the Bridge Tournament play-offs, and will represent the
University in an intercollegiate bridge
tournament to be held during the last
part of February.
Winners in the play-offs were: (1)
Paul Palmer and Philip Whitney,
(2) Richard Sturtevant and Walter
Verrill, (3) Sidney Howe and Mervin
Curtis, and (4) Elliot Lamb and
Edgar Merrill.

Old Town Bus Terminal
And Sandwich Shop
HOT DOGS

Pair of Bear Paw Snowshoes;
tuner used. Price right.
Mrs. Murphy, 311 Center St.,
Old Town. Tel 2178.

JEWELRY ENGRAN ING

. Nlaitte.

HAMBURGERS

LOBSTER ROLLS

SANDWICHES OF ALL KINDS
Headquarters of Old Town Taxi

Dial 2-200

•

Personalized
SOCIAL STATIONERY
BOOK MATCHES
PARTY GIFTS

E

Others
additional
er and
Non-sin
Bob Arnol
Bouchard,
}viand, Jan
yar, Robei
Carol Car
jorie Malt
thea Butlei

PARK'S HARDWARE & VARIETY
31-37 Mill Street, Orono."

•
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IIILLSO1
For week of January 26. 1948
TO

Male cl
James Gilt
Garland,
Mann, Dal
Barge, Mai
chard. Neal
Fern Pontl
arc' Cutts,
Dwelley, A
an, Georg
Joe Klenk,
Walker.

11111111 "111.11" HULSEY
CORBETT HALL
For his outstanding ability in refereeing
the Intramural Basketball Gsitees. t'•

The.re_eipient of this award•is entitled to

$

$2.00 PERSONAL CLEANING SERFICE
ABSOLUTELY FREE

HILLSON CLEANERS
Orono 617

•

Picture'?
This
Recognize

1

required:iacring•••
... for every men on the campus! PIC rounds
out your rberal education with information on
careers ... sports ... apparel . .. fiction. PIC
brings ycu extra credits in entertainment with die
latest reiiews in music ... records . . . stage ...
screen. Add PIC to your regular curriculum ...
it's your best rrcelozine buy.

AO"iii'dc'tePfri",##
PIC, 122 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.
Enclosed find 0 chick 0 money order for $t.50 for
the one year special college svbscriFoion.
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